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Find it EZ Software Corp. Releases New Version of its
Change Impact Analysis Tool, Find it EZ Code Search
Silicon Valley North — April 2, 2013 — Find it EZ Software Corp. today announced
it will launch a new version of its application, Find it EZ Code Search, which works with
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 and Microsoft SQL Azure to offer customers enhanced security,
as well as innovative user interface features and reliability improvements. Find it EZ is the first
fully integrated software search tool that empowers the development team with the ability to
pinpoint the full impact of every software change request, across all components including the
core program source, the underlying database and business intelligence report files such as
Crystal Reports or SSRS. Interactive change lists produced are concise, accurate and thorough.
“Our ISV community is alive with innovation, and we’re committed to helping our
partners drive the next generation of software experiences,” said Ross Brown, Vice President of
ISV and Solutions Partners for the Worldwide Partner Group at Microsoft. “Adding
compatibility for the latest Microsoft technologies helps ISVs to stay ahead of the competition
and give their customers access to cutting-edge technologies.”
“Find it EZ Software Corp. is excited to launch this new version of Find it EZ Code
Search Professional,” said Ken Gnazdowsky, President & CEO at Find it EZ Software Corp..
“Making our application compatible with Microsoft SQL Server 2012 and the latest cloud
editions of Microsoft SQL Azure and Amazon RDS for SQL Server helps us offer our customers
compelling benefits, including improved security and reliability features, tools to give them real-

time access to SQL code and data stored in local databases or on the Web, full support for multicore processing and sophisticated, syntax aware search features to improve their estimating and
software change management processes for their own applications built on Microsoft
technologies.”
Find it EZ Code Search is certified Microsoft Platform Ready to run on Windows
8/7/Vista/XP/2000 and Windows Server 2012/2008/2003/2000 32 or 64 bit editions. Find it EZ
is a 32-bit C# client application requiring Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0. The software
supports boolean, wildcard, and REGEX search engine syntax, and includes a plugin for
Microsoft Visual Studio as well as support for syntax aware scanning of all Microsoft languages,
databases and reporting tools.
“Ultimately, Find it EZ will save our customers hundreds of hours on change impact
analysis, year after year, while pro-actively improving quality assurance during the software
design and development phases with pinpoint accurate and complete change lists spanning the
entire code stack.”
Download a free, fully functional 30-day trial from http://www.finditez.com/downloads
#########
About Find it EZ Software Corp.

Find it EZ Software Corp. is a software development tool vendor with headquarters in the heart
of the Silicon Vineyard, Kelowna, BC, Canada ... home of Club Penguin and Disney Online
Studios. Find it EZ was founded in 2010 as a spin-out of Bits n' Bytes Software Inc. with
customers throughout the USA, UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand who depend on its
automated change impact analysis software, Find it EZ Code Search. Available in three editions,
Find it EZ is an award winning global leader in Relational Database & Business Intelligence
software search innovation with the world's first source code analysis tool that runs in the cloud,
powered by Windows Azure.
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